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New 2022 model year Nissan Qashqai Tekna+ Auto given an outing
by Robin Roberts (and Miles Better News Agency).
The Nissan Qashqai was arguably the first of the current crop of modern Crossover/SUV
styled family cars and the latest version faithfully builds on its pedigree so can still be
considered the benchmark for rivals to try and match. And it’s built in Britain.
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Not only has it just been facelifted for the 22 model year but it has been given the latest
audio, navigation, creature comforts and conveniences alongside some nice styling
revisions.
News just in Nissan has been awarded a full 5-star safety rating in the latest Euro NCAP
independent results. Euro NCAP scored the new Qashqai 91% for both adult and child
occupant protection, placing it among the best of its competitive group. This performance
reflects the advanced reinforced structure of the new Qashqai’s CMF-C platform, built with
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ultra-high-strength steel in key areas to improve rigidity while allowing the force of an
impact to be absorbed and reduced before reaching the passenger safety cell. The addition
of a central airbag – a first for Nissan in Europe – to prevent the collision of heads between
the driver and front seat passenger in the event of a side impact helped Qashqai to score a
maximum 16 points in the lateral impact test.
A near maximum score of 23.8 out of a possible 24 was achieved for child occupant
protection and a maximum 12 points was achieved for the child restraint seat installation
check.
Nissan has said it also plans an extensive EV upgrade across its line up in the very near
future and the Qashqai will no doubt benefit, but for now with the latest updates it offers a
very wide range of petrol or diesel models with hybrid assistance, front or four wheel drive
and manual and automatic transmission.
Newest models get the “intelligent” headlights which automatically dip for oncoming
vehicles and then illuminate the road full width for a long way ahead, water jets built into
the front wipers to place liquid exactly where needed, and one-touch connectivity and
touchscreen. All make each journey easier and safer.
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Nissan’s ‘Adaptive Beam Assists’ headlamp system.
Add the mode selector button for eco, normal or sporting responses, a reasonable but not
rapid turn of speed, and a really great ride with very padded and supportive seats and you
have a five-door model which can satisfy the driving style of various family users.
Our 1.3 litre four cylinder turbo-petrol DiGit engine is a staple workhorse of Nissan and
pushed out useful power matched to a seamless continuously variable transmission on the
test model, with the added benefit of paddles to change up or down if desired.
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It’s not quick, taking over 9 seconds to 62 mph and it felt slower with a few people aboard
but it did not really complain and in fact the noise levels from all sources were very low.
We saw wide fluctuations in the fuel consumption ranging from a best of nearly 44 mpg to
low 30s, possibly reflecting which driving mode was used as its default setting was
‘standard’ or mid-range. Select ‘sport’ and it certainly picked up better without the changes
being unsettlingly sharp and in ‘eco’ mode it plodded along eeking out the motion-lotion.
I liked the strong and progressive footbrake with its easily used auto-hold for queues and
hills, the parking brake and the feedback through the power steering but considered the
turning circle could have been tighter for congested town driving and parking.
An extensive network of sensors surrounded the Qashqai to protect the car, occupants and
those outside when manoeuvring and forward facing radar kept it a safe distance from
anything ahead and adjusted speed to prevailing limits.
More basic controls for lights, indicators and wipers worked well too and everything such as
mirrors, full-electric windows and security were all very close to fingers.
The road speed and tacho instruments were not very big but clear nevertheless and very
well lit up, split by a selectable display for settings such as convenience preferentials,
running performance, accrued data, navigation outline and our car even boasted a head-up
display for essential data, normally something you only find on much more expensive cars
not family favourites.
Oddments room was very good for a family car with sensibly sized door bins, seat pockets
and trays and boxes on the central console as well as a decent glovebox.
The car’s heating and ventilation was very good with lots of outlets, a good range of
temperature settings and strong fan speed to push the air about the cabin. Powered
windows all round were welcome and the full-length sunroof gave the cabin a very light
feeling.
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This slideshow requires JavaScript.
Access was also easy whether into the front or back and the boot had a very clever
adjustable shelf system for taking and helping locate items of various sizes with a good
overall capacity available.
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The seats were really comfortable with a good shape in front and marginally less in the rear
where the legroom may be short for taller users. Headroom was good throughout however.
Front seats adjustment was plentiful and with a reach and rake adjustable column a driver
would be sure to find an ideal setting whatever they liked.
With the all-embracing sensors reassuringly covering blind spots there was good vision
through the windows anyway, and the cameras were an added bonus.
The Qashqai was not only well equipped and felt well made with excellent fit and finish of
panels and trim, but it really proved very quiet on the road. Mechanical noises were
extremely low and only the occasional bump thump from the 20-inch wheels and tyres could
be heard coping with a pothole. Even then, the ride remained very composed with front
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struts and rear multi-link taking up the impacts.
That suspension layout also explains the surefooted, dynamic handling which could be
extracted irrespective of loading and its front wheel drive only transmission did not produce
any concerns when cornering.
Performance was adequate not exciting even in the sporting mode, but what do you expect
from a family runabout? It just got on with the job and did it very well.
Families will like the multi-plugs for mobile phones and pads in front and behind, Bluetooth
with streaming, Apple Carplay, remote powered tailgate operation, privacy glass and
practical offset split rear seatbacks.
For the driver a heated wheel and windscreen comes in addition to heated front seats and
powered and heated door mirrors, all so desirable in winter.

VERDICT
It has everything most family owners could want and says a lot for the very careful
marketing of this enduringly popular model and it’s one of few models Built in Britain.
For: Very well equipped and highly refined, new 5-Star Euro NCAP safety rating, excellent
ride and comfort, good controls and responses, big boot, previous models have been very
popular family transport over many years, built in Britain.
Against: Shortish rear legroom, wide turning circle, modest performance and economy,
ungenerous warranty.
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MILESTONES AND WHEELS-ALIVE TECH. SPEC. IN BRIEF:
Nissan Qashqai MY22 Tekna+ Auto
Price: £37,270
Mechanical: 158 PS, 4 cylinder 1332cc petrol/cv-auto 2WD
Max Speed: 124 mph
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0 – 62 mph: 9.2 sec
Combined MPG: 38.1
Insurance Group: 16
C02 emissions: 144 g/km
Bik rating: 33%, VED £220FY, £155SR
Warranty: 3 years/ 60,000 miles
Size: L 4.43 m (14.53 ft), W 2.09 m (6.86 ft), H 1.63 m (5.35 ft)
Boot space: 436 to 1,379 litres (15.40 to 48.70 cu.ft)
Kerbweight: 1,467 kg (3,234 lb)
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